
STABILITY ANALYSIS OF A VISION-BASEDCONTROL DESIGN FOR AN AUTONOMOUSMOBILE ROBOT 1J.B. Coulaud, M. De Wan, G. Bastin, G. CampionCESAME, UCL, B1348 Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium,oulaud�auto.ul.a.be, dewan�auto.ul.a.be,bastin�auto.ul.a.be, ampion�auto.ul.a.beAbstrat: We propose a simple ontrol law allowing a mobile robot equipped with alow ost amera to trak a line drawn on the ground. The ontrol algorithm as wellas the image proessing algorithm are very simple. We disuss the existene andthe stability of an equilibrium on�guration of the robot when traking a irularreferene line. We then give a short extrapolation to more general referene urves.Experimental results on�rm the theoretial analysis. Copyright 2005 IFAC
1. INTRODUCTIONThe problem we address is the feedbak ontroldesign allowing a mobile robot to trak a linedrawn on the ground. The position of the line withrespet to the robot is deteted by an embarkedvideo amera. There are a lot of image proessingalgorithms extrating a map of the environmentfrom the data provided by a amera (see forinstane (A. Broggi, 1999), (Dikmanns, 1994),(C. Thorpe, 1991), (D. Pomerleau, 1996) and(C. J. Taylor, 1999)). But the implementation ofsuh sophistiated algorithms is quite omplex.Moreover, there exist several approahes to designa ontrol allowing to trak a referene trajetory.For instane, the di�erential atness of the robotallows to redue the problem to a path planningproblem (see (A. Piazzi, 2002), (M. Fliess, 1999),(P. Rouhon, 1993)). But these approahes requirea highly aurate on-line extration of the lineshape. An other eÆient method is given by(L.P. Lapierre, 2003), whose advantage is to havea ontrol design that avoids singularities, but the1 This paper presents researh results of the BelgianProgramme on Interuniversity Attration Poles, initiatedby the Belgian Federal Siene Poliy OÆe. The sienti�responsibility rests with its authors.

restrition is that this approah needs the visionsensor to be able to see the path everywherearound and overall under the robot. This is a quitestrong assumption that is hardly ever veri�ed byvision based mobile robots.Our purpose in this ommuniation is to proposea simple solution of this traking problem whihavoids as muh as possible sophistiated imageproessing and ontrol algorithms. The image pro-essing is redued to the identi�ation of a singletarget point on the ground, and the ontrol de-sign is quite natural: a onstant forward veloityis imposed while the angular veloity is propor-tional to the distane of the target point fromthe longitudinal axis of the robot. The pratialimplementation is straightforward and an easilybe ahieved on line. Our main ontribution is toprovide a omplete stability analysis of the ontrolsystem. Restriting ourselves, in a �rst step, to apartiular referene trajetory (a irle) we showthat there is an asymptotially stable equilibriumon�guration for the robot with respet to theline, and we expliit the domain of attrationof this equilibrium. Then, in a seond step, thisresult is extended to the analysis of the perfor-manes of the losed loop system for arbitrary lineshapes.



Fig. 1. The experimental robotWe �rst desribe the experimental devie and therobot kinemati model (Setions 2 and 3). Wethen de�ne the ontrol law (Setion 4). Setion5 is devoted to the existene and stability of anequilibrium on�guration around a irular line,and the behavior of the system for arbitrary ref-erene line with upper bounded urvature. We endthis part of the study with a possible improvement(Setion 6). Setion 7 gives a short explanationof the image proessing and Setion 8 shows anoverview of experimental results.2. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICEThe mobile robot is of uniyle type: it is equippedwith two �xed wheels at the bak and a asterwheel at the front, whih has no inuene on thekinemati properties. The length of the robot is22 m and the distane between the �xed wheelsis 7.4 m. A speed ontrol is provided for thetwo �xed wheels, from a omputer using Labviewwhih transmits the lathes.The vision devie is onstituted by a low ostmonohromati amera with a resolution of 320�240. It is �xed on the robot, at a height of 17 m,at a distane of 14.2 m from the rear axle. It leansforward, with an angle of 45Æ. The lateral visionangle is 60Æ, whih limits signi�antly the vision�eld. Data are transmitted to the omputer serialport by usual TV norms.3. KINEMATIC MODELWe suppose - as it is usually done - that theontat between the wheel and the ground satis�esboth onditions of pure rolling and non-slippingduring the motion; moreover the robot is assumedto be rigid.

With these assumptions we an derive the expres-sion of the well known kinemati model:_x = V os �_y = V sin �_� = ! (1)where (x; y) denote the oordinates of the middlepoint P of the bak wheels axle, � is the anglethat �xes the robot orientation in a spei�edGalilean base frame, V is the algebrai veloityof P (also alled forward veloity) and ! is theangular veloity. V and ! an be assigned by thephysial inputs of the experimental devie, i.e. therotation speeds of the two �xed wheels.4. LINE TRACKING CONTROL DESIGNThe strategy we use is quite natural: essentially itonsists in ontrolling the orientation so that thepath to trak would be entered in the vision �eld.On one hand, we impose the forward veloity to beonstant: V = V0. On the other hand we de�ne a�xed horizontal line of pixels on pitures from theamera, whih orresponds approximatively to areal line of the ground whih is parallel to the rearaxle. We will alled it the horizon. The distanefrom the rear axle to the horizon is noted H . Thenwe onsider the intersetion of the horizon withthe line to trak. If the urvature of the line is nottoo high, this de�nes a unique point Pr, and evenif there are several possible hoies, we supposethat Pr is the nearest point to the enter of the�eld of vision.We then evaluate the distane from Pr to themain axis of the robot (O;�!xr), denoted by Z.This situation is summed up on Fig.2. Finallywe impose angular veloity to be proportionalto this distane: ! = kZ, where k is a onstantoeÆient.The losed loop system is then desribed by thefollowing equations:_x = V0 os �_y = V0 sin �_� = kZ (2)
5. STABILITY ANALYSISTo study the stability of this ontrol we �rstexamine the ase where the line to trak is a irle.Afterwards we will extrapolate some results forany urve.



Fig. 2. Control Priniple

Fig. 3. Cirle traking5.1 Equilibrium trajetory for a irular lineThe irle to trak is entered at O the origin ofthe Galilean referene frame, with radius R, asshown on Fig.3.We �rst study if there exists an equilibrium on-�guration for the robot with respet to the irle,and if this on�guration is loally stable and at-trative. It an be expeted that, at the equilib-rium, the middle point P of the rear axle desribesa irle, as it will be on�rmed after.From this point of view, the state variables(x; y; �) are not the most relevant, and it is prefer-able to hoose outputs that will onverge to on-stant values at the equilibrium. If the robot de-sribes a irle entered at O, the oordinates of Oin a referene frame attahed to the robot are on-stant. So this leads to hoose the two orthogonalprojetions h and r of O on the axis (O;�!xr) and(O;�!yr) of the robot as outputs of the system. Towork with non dimensional variables and simplifythe equations we �nally de�ne:

u = h+HRv = rR (3)The geometrial onstraint ensuring that there isan intersetion between the horizon and the whiteline redues to a �rst ondition:juj � 1 (4)A seond ondition has to be imposed in orderto ensure the existene of the ontrol law. Theontrol is not de�ned if the horizon intersets theirle at two points whih are equidistant fromthe main axis of the robot. This unaeptablesituation ours when v = 0. This means that wedo not aept sign hanges for v. Then, withoutloss of generality, we onsider that:v > 0 (5)This simply means that the robot is moving in theantilokwise diretion around O.It is easy to show that the variables u and v evolveaording to the following equations:dud� = vp1� u2 � v2 +$dvd� = (u� �)(v �p1� u2) (6)where � = HR$ = V0kR2� = V0$Rt (7)The only equilibrium point of this system is givenby: �u = ��v = p1� �2 +p1� �2 + 4$2 ) (8)The value of �v represents the distane OP at theequilibrium.The Jaobian matrix of this system is:0B� � uvp1� u2 p1� u2 � 2vv �p1� u2 + u(u� �)p1� u2 u� � 1CA (9)At the equilibrium this matrix beomes:0BB� �12�� +r1 + 4$1� �2 � �p1� �2 + 4$p1� �2 + 4$ �p1� �22 0 1CCA(10)



Its determinant is positive and its trae is negativewhih implies that the eigenvalues have negativereal parts. So the subsystem is loally asymptoti-ally stable around the equilibrium, for any valuesof (�;$) 2℄0; 1[�R�+5.2 Domain of attration of this trajetoryIn order to haraterize the domain of attrationof this equilibrium point we onsider the phaseplane detailed in Fig.4 where we have hosen� = 0:6 and $ = 0:07. The equilibrium state isdenoted by the blak ross and has oordinates(0:60; 0:88).
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Fig. 4. Domain of attration of the equilibriumThe domain of attration is delimited by the blaksolid line: it is the largest region of the planethat satis�es the onstraints (4) and (5) and forwhih the �eld of vetors always points to theinterior of the delimited area. The omputationis ahieved by Matlab. Nevertheless, for thissystem it is possible to determine analytiallyan approximation of the domain of attrationrepresented by the dotted line on the �gure 2 .It an be shown that the set of states (u; v)orresponding to situations where P is on thereferene irle, is a irle ar in the plane phase,with radius 1 and entered on (�; 0). It is the graysolid urve on the �gure.So, on this example, parameters are suh that P isloated inside the irle to trak at the equilibriumon�guration.There is a last aspet we have to onsider: therestrition of the �eld of vision. Considering themaximal angle of vision we de�ne a maximumvalue Zmax for the deviation Z involved in thefeedbak of equation (2). Considering z = ZR and2 The expression is presented in annexof the following Frenh pdf doumenthttp://www.auto.ul.a.be/~oulaud/memoire.pdf

zmax = ZmaxR the expression of this variable infuntion of u and v beomes:z = v �p1� u2 (11)The region where jzj � zmax is delimited by theblak blak dashed urve on the �gure.So, to make sure that the robot will onvergeto the equilibrium trajetory, we must imposean initial state that will produe a trajetoryon�ned in the intersetion of the blak solidand blak dashed areas. The set of initial pointssatisfying this ondition is the largest stable areainluded in the �eld of vision. In pratie, if$ � �24 (12)this region of the phase plane is very lose to theintersetion of the domain of attration with thevision �eld one.A good stability margin estimator is the distanefrom the equilibrium to the vision �eld boundary,whose expression isms = 1�p�2 + (�v � zmax)2� (13)The division by � aims at keeping this margin inthe same range independently of R. If inequality(12) is satis�ed thenms essentially depends on thevalue of � whih must be small enough. Moreoverwe then have �v � 1. So, having a good stabilitymargin leads to � �p1� (1� zmax)2 whih anbe strengthen in:H �p2ZmaxR (14)In this inequality � only means that the small-est H is, the best the margin is. In any ase,we reommend to hoose at least � < 0:7 tokeep equilibrium state far enough from the rightboundary of plane phase.In the next two paragraphs we will denote D theset of (�;$) with � 2 [0; 0:7℄ and $ = �24 .5.3 Convergene rateIn equations (7) we introdued a harateristitime t = $RV0 ; this is the unit time of equations(6). So during this time we an give a harater-isti distane d sanned by P , whose veloity isV0: d = V0t = $R Then, onsidering that P ismoving around the enter O, at an approximativedistane R from it, we �nd a harateristi angleof rotation � 3 around O during t:� = dR = $ (15)3 in radians



This remarkable result is not suÆient to onludethat the robot will approximately onverge to thestable trajetory after an angle of �, but willallow us to onlude this study by numerial tests.We all stabilization time at 0.1, the maximal nondimensional time Ts for whih the system hasreahed a state 0:1� distant from equilibrium, inplane phase units, for any initial state (u(0); v(0)),and any ouple (�;$) 2 D. Then we have anapproximate angle of stabilization at 0.1 �s =Ts�. We then ompute �s for lots of values of(�;$) 2 D. We an see that �s has a maximumvalue of �max ' 125Æ for the "longest" trajetoryin the domain of attration. This means that,whatever the admissible initial state, the robot isvery lose to the equilibrium after one third of aturn around the enter O.5.4 Extrapolation to any urveA natural question is the following: "if the line totrak is suh that its urvature satis�es relation(14) at every point, will the robot follow thistrajetory ?" A omplete answer is quite hard togive, but it is possible to study this problem bysome kinemati approximations. First, knowingthe geometrial parameter H we note max = 0:7H ,the maximal urvature we aept for the drawnline. This is to be oherent with � < 0:7 in theprevious study. We also keep(�;$) 2 D (16)with the value R = 1max It is then intuitive thatthe most diÆult urves to trak will be the oneswhih are the most urved and whih osillate alot. Thus, we fous on a speial urve whih is asuession of two irle ars of radius R, with anintermediate inexion point as desribed on Fig.5.

Fig. 5. A diÆult line to trakWe suppose that the robot is initially stabilized onthe �rst ar equilibrium trajetory and we want

to know if it will join the equilibrium trajetoryof the seond ar. We an look again at Fig.4where the gray dashed trajetory represents thistransition. It is important to note that if the initialstate is in the vision �eld, the whole trajetoryalso satis�es this ondition.Furthermore, if we ompute again a maximalstabilizing angle at 0.1 max for this partiulartrajetory, we �nd a value near 94Æ. We then andraw the following onlusion:if(1) the urvature of the line is upper bounded(2) parameters satisfy equation (16)(3) stability margin ms is aeptable(4) two suessive inexion points M and N arealways suh that: MN > maxmaxthen the robot will be able to trak this line.6. IMPROVEMENTS OF THIS LAWA simple ritiism we ould formulate for (�;$) 2D is that the point P is always stabilized inthe interior of the urvature, but never on theline exept if it is a straight one. In order toahieve a more aurate ontrol it an therefore beinteresting to hange the values of the parameters:hoosing $ = 1�p1� �2 (17)when the robot traks a irle, stabilizes P righton the line beause �v = 1. To extend this onlu-sion we an ompute the urvature of the line totrak and adapt $ and � at the same time so thatondition (17) will be satis�ed for this urvature.Then, denoting s the urvilinear oordinate and the urvature, if dds is small enough we anonsider that P is stabilized on the the line. Sowe have anelled onstraint (16) but it does notmatter sine the robot is always near equilibrium.We an give the following new onstraintdds � 1H2 (18)7. A SIMPLE IMAGE PROCESSINGTo keep a quik image proessing we implement asimple method to �nd a point of the line to trak.Let's hoose one ore more �xed horizontal lines ofpixels. As we want to trak a white line we onlyhave to selet every point appearing bright enough(using a threshold for instane), and then take themiddle of the �rst one and the last one, whih willapproximatively give the middle of the white line.One ould notie that this is not robust if thereare other white objets in the vision �eld. We an



Fig. 6. Finding a point of the white lineimprove this method by several simple ways likeheking the width of the alleged line to verifythat this is oherent with the expeted width.7.1 Enlarging the �eld of visionThe �eld of vision is obviously a limiting fatorin our problem, beause we must make sure thatthe white line will always be visible for the videoamera. Anyway, it is important to limit the ur-vature of the line to trak, beause of mehanialonstraints, but it would be preferable that the�eld of vision would be wide enough not to be alimiting fator.That is why it is interesting to add a rotation onthe amera to widen the angle of vision. Then, bya test on eah snapshot we an impose that theamera fouses on the white line if this one is fartoo muh from the enter of the piture.8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSWe have tested our strategy with the our robot ona white line (see Fig.7) with a minimum urvature
Fig. 7. The test pathradius of 40 m (knowing the distane between theontrolled point P and the beginning of the �eldof vision is about 38m) and having also someinexion points.We have tested the ontrol with the followingmodi�ations:� the amera an rotate to improve the �eld ofvision
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